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February 
 
Ill-advised, driving through Chicago’s inner-city… 
Heavy sky all day, the sun stays down, 
the moon, too. 
Running the length of the city block 
lit only by an occasional streetlight, 
a chain link wall creates a meaningless divide 
between street people and tenement dwellers. 
A large dog barks on the tenement side 
standing near a trash bin and burned out car. 
Window shades are pulled to the sill; 
graffiti marks walls, alley, the trash bin. 
Along the other side of the fence, 
the sidewalk is slathered with black ice  
and snow slush covering broken bottle glass. 
Concave pockets in the fence mark where the 
hapless are slammed against chain links, mugged. 
A fire hydrant tilts at a twenty degree angle. 
 
No sun, no moon, no matter. 
Sometimes you hear the footsteps, sometimes not. 



Orange Crush:  
May To September Summer Romance 
 
1. 
Used to be, summers past, mid-day refreshment  
meant leveraging a stamped-on metal cap  
off a slim-bodied clear-glass bottle of  
Orange Crush, improvising with  
whatever passed for an opener, 
and draining it in a few gulps. 
 
Compared to a bottle of caramel-colored 
Diet Pepsi or Diet Coke, non-diet, no-caffeine 
Orange Crush is a succulent assault 
just about too tasty to swallow. 
Complementing the flavor, the twenty fluid ounce  
plastic bottle is south-of-the-border festive  
compared with dark-cloud-grey designed  
containers marketed by goliath competitors. 
Give Crush props for its see-through plastic body,  
modestly if only partially concealing content 
with an upper body peel-off wrapper 
illustrated by an orange slice squirting  
refreshing droplets like rays from the sun. 
Bright orange bubbly translucent ounces  
show through, unlike opaque bottles of juices,  
for Orange Crush contains zero natural juice, 
its ingredients including: 
high fructose corn syrup, citric acid, 
sodium benzoate, acacia and estel gum, 
yellow 6, salt and additional makings 
sounding unpalatable yet blending 
into lively swallows of lip-and-tongue 
staining orange coloring (along with  
270 calories per bottle). 
The ensemble is topped with a  
jaunty green plastic screw cap which seems  
easier to twist off than Pepsi or Coke. 
Maybe not. 
Tipping the bottle back—it has a concave 
lower body for a sure grip— 
to drain the last drops of orange, 
thirst is quenched 
and the hell with the calories.  
 
 



Ivan The Terrible 
 
More trick than habit, an unlit cigarette 
is manipulated through adept fingers, 
flipped in the air to revolve  
like a drum major’s baton  
halftime at a Harvard – Yale 
game, caught vertically and 
tamped on the back of his hand 
before being tossed aside. 
Doesn’t smoke. 
 
Plaid flannel shirts are a sartorial staple, 
100% cotton,  
a bulky look 
but soft to the skin. 
XL, sleeves too long, 
made in Nicaragua, 
untucked. 
 
Before taking a bite of cheeseburger, 
or of any meal ever, 
he shakes salt into his cupped hand, 
testing how much the shaker yields 
and its scatter pattern. 
Some grains adhere, finding lifeline crevices 
but are expediently swiped  
on his thigh. 
Cheeseburgers always need salt, 
and so do French fries. 
 
Stretched flat on the family room sofa,  
stomach bulged with cheeseburger, his head 
on an uncomfortable throw pillow 
with hands folded together across his chest. 
Alternately he raises one, then the other, thumb. 
Right, left, right again while noting  
tonal variants on salty skin;  
yellow ochre, beiges, near-pinks. 
Creases bisect his knuckles,  
his fingernails have a light and dark side 
caused by reflected light from the floor lamp. 
(There is no point; doesn’t have to be). 
 
Earlier in the day he had seen, 
in the CVS pharmacy department, 



a marine in near-full dress uniform 
with colored ribbons of various merits 
covering six to eight inches of  blue tunic. 
Only the white, black-visor cap was absent. 
They exchanged salutations. 
 
 
  



The Manhattan Project 
 
The man in the gray flannel suit and power tie is striding along Madison Avenue in midtown 
Manhattan on his way to facilitate a merger of Fortune 500 companies (a meeting which will 
include two senators, a congressman and a disgraced lobbyist), having left his endangered 
species leather briefcase in the back seat of the taxi after dropping off his female companion at 
Saks with two thousand dollars –-twenty crisp one-hundred dollar bills— to buy herself 
something pretty and, yes, he wears contacts not glasses which improves his peripheral vision, 
making evident the sun glinting off the tops of row after row of muskmelons at the weekly 
farmer’s market, the reflection striking a spark in his left brain signaling he has forgotten his 
briefcase and doesn’t remember the name of the taxi company or his lady friend since he paid 
them both with cash and has no immediate further use for either, nor for muskmelons. 
 
  



 
 
Coffee Break 
 
After having sex with his secretary or another co-worker (but usually his secretary) in his mostly 
private and fairly soundproof yet accommodating office, it’s his habit to walk down the seven 
flights of stairs to the street level, jaywalk to the used bookstore and select a children’s book to 
read, always fully illustrated with bright colored drawings of pre-schoolers at play with yellow 
tops, red pants or skirts and running over green grass with happy faces. He then goes next door to 
the independent coffee shop and slowly turns the pages, running his hands over the primary-
colored illustrations, and drinks a large cup of black coffee while sitting at his favorite corner 
table. He does this once a week or so, on a Tuesday or Wednesday. When he leaves he sticks the 
book into the magazine rack for others to enjoy. 
 
 
Gene McCormick has written sixteen books, a mix of non-fiction, fiction and poetry, and claims 
to have read them all, making him the only person in the galaxy to have done so. He divides his 
time between Wayne, Illinois, and Paris, France, and much prefers Paris…but then, who the hell 
wouldn’t? 
 


